**Pneumatic Wrench**

- **Non Impacting Tool**
- Zero Hammering or Vibration.
- Smooth Continuous Flow of Controlled Torque from 200 ft lbs to 1000 ft lbs.
- Accuracy of +/- 5%.
- Reduced Noise Levels—80 db.
- High RPM—Reduce Bolting Time.
- Diverse Tool for Multiple Applications.

---

**10 GX-NX TOOL KIT**

| PN - 13691 | 10GX-NX TOOL KIT 200-1000 ft lbs (includes cage, hose, filter assembly). |
| PN - 13366 | Standard Reaction Arm. |
| PN - 13512 | Standard Nose Extension Reaction Arm. |
| PN - 11842 | Nose Extension Wheel Nut Reaction Arm. |
| PN - 12818 | 10GX (Tool Only) 200-1000 ft lbs (includes cage, hose, filter assembly). |
| PN - 14195 | Nose Extension. |

---

**Articulated Trucks**

- Wheel Nuts
- Maintenance
- Repairs
- Safety
- Ergonomics
- Reliability

**Dozers**

- Track Pad Bolts
- Cutter Edge Bolts
- Final Drives
- Strut Tensioning
- Maintenance
- Repairs

**Excavators**

- Track Pad Bolts
- Cutter Edge Bolts
- Maintenance
- Repair
- Safety
- Reliability

**Loaders**

- Wheel Nuts
- Swing Arm Bolts
- Repair
- Maintenance
- Safety
- Accuracy

**Powerful**

**Ergonomic**

**Reliable**

**Safe**